It is well known that using conventional concurrency con- 
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Compensation-Based Model
In this section, we shall illustrate the general principles of the compensation-based query processing model. In this approach, a query process executes the query on a relation while transactions updating the same relation are allowed to execute concurrently. The query process here is analogous to the build process that builds the index in an on-line index construction algorithm.
The query process executes in two phases, the wan phsse and the compensation phase. For each tuple it encounters in the scan, the query process extracts the data that it needs for query execution. Depending on the type of query being executed, this data is either stored as is for later processing, or it is pre-processed using a function and the result of this function is stored. In addition, for certain queries (including the consistent-copy query illustrated in Figure 2 ), an associated tuple-id that uniquely identifies the tuple from which the data was extracted will be stored along with the data. These tuple-ids can be either logical or physical, and they can be re-used; the only requirement is that the tuple-id has to be an internal or e~ternal key for the relation. The last approach to computing the average is certainly the fastest way of executing Q1. In fact, this method hs.s virt ually the same overhead as one that executes Q 1 using cur- We can also execute query Q2 using a temporary relation given the availability of cursor-based scanning (as illustrated in Figure  5 ). should not cause a significant increase in elapsed query time.
Given a join query, the query optimizer generates a plan that specifies the join order, the join method for each individual join, and the selects and projects that have to be done at various stages. It is clear how to perform joins in the order specified in the plan, and it is also clear how to perform selects and projects at various stages of the query. What is not obvious, given a join method, is how to efficiently compute that particular join in a transaction-consistent manner under the compensation-based query execution model. The types of joins that are most commonly used in database systems are the nested loops, sort-merge, hash, and index join methods. We shall first consider how to efficiently join two relations R and S (where R is smaller than S) using each of these join methods in the compensation-baaed model, and we will later describe how a sequence of joins can be computed through repeated applications of the basic method.
In the following discussion of join methods, we assume that the query process always stores an associated tuple-id with the data read during its scans.
Nested Loops Join
Nested loops is sometimes used when the smaller of the two relations to be joined, in this case R, fits in memory. In the basic nested loops method, R is read into memory. S is then scanned and, for each tuple in S, all of the tuples that it joins with in R are found (by scanning R in memory) and the result tuples are produced.
In the compensation-based nested loops join method, unlike the basic strategy, the join cannot be performed while scanning S during the scan phase; this is because we need to combine the scanned entries wit h the corresponding updatelist, which can only be done in the compensation phase.
Thus, to execute a nested loops join in the compensationbaaed model, the query process first scans R and S and col- In these hash tables, only the latest entry for each tuple-id (insert or delete) needs to be retained (for the same reason stated in Section 2.2).
After the hash tables HS and HR have been populated, R. is read into memory. As soon as a tuple of Rs is read, HR is probed to find out if the latest entry for this tuple's t uple-id is a delete. If so, the tuple is discarded; if not, it is ret ained. The first time a t uple's entry in~R is accessed, it is marked as having been used. After all of R has been read into memory, there may be entries in HR that were not used during the scan of R'. If any of these entries are inserts they should be added to R., as such tuples must have been added to the relation behind the query process's scan of R (i.e., they were not seen by the query process). After R.
has been completely loaded into memory, the stored list of S. tuples is then scanned. A tuple from Ss is joined with R. only if there is no delete entry for it in Hs. Also, after all t uples of SS have been processed, the unaccessed insert entries in HS must be joined with the in-memory relation R,. 
